
Thank you so much for your interest in Great Woodland Photography! I am so excited to work with 
you at this amazing and special time in your life. These are moments worth capturing and 

remembering. Below you'll find two major sections, Digital Wedding Packages and Hybrid Wedding 
Packages. Hybrid Wedding Photography is a combination of Film and Digital photography. If you 

have any quesions or need any clarification, just ask! That's what I'm here for. :)

Digital Wedding PackagesDigital Wedding Packages



ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

7 hours of wedding coverage Qty $5,250

7 hours of wedding day coverage and more!

$5,250

7 Hours of wedding day coverage

Qty $0

7 hours of wedding day coverage

$0

1 Hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about an hour and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery.

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

2 photographers for full wedding 

coverage Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for wedding day coverage to ensure that not one 
moment is missed.

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of Edited high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these files. 
Minimum of  350-700 images ready to print

$0



8 Hours of wedding coverage Qty $6,000

8  hours of wedding day coverage and more!

$6,000

Wedding Day Coverage Qty $0

8 hours of wedding day coverage

$0

1-2 hour Engagement Session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about an hour and up to 2 hours, and afterwards you'll 
receive all edited images in an online gallery.

$0

2 photographers for full wedding 

coverage Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for wedding day coverage to ensure that not one 
moment is missed.

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these 
files.Minimum of 400-800 images ready to print

$0



10 hour Wedding Package Qty $7,500

Package description

$7,500

2-3 hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about 1-2 hours and afterwards, you'll receive all edited 
images in an online gallery. Because this engagement session can be a bit longer we can go 
to multiple locations to best fit your needs!

$0

Wedding Day Coverage Qty $0

10 hours of wedding coverage

$0

2 photographers for full wedding 

coverage Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for wedding day coverage to ensure that not one 
moment is missed.

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding and engagement images (film and Digital)

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of high resolution images (film and digital). Download of a minimum of 500-1000 
high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these files.

$0



12 hour Wedding Package Qty $9,000

Package description

$9,000

2-3 hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about 3 hours and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery. Because this engagement session can be a bit longer we can go to 
multiple locations or even an adventure location (sand dunes, Joshua tree, top of a mountain, 
sky is the limit! ) to best fit your needs!

$0

Wedding Day Coverage Qty $0

12 hours of wedding coverage

$0

3 photographers for full wedding 

coverage Qty $0

3 photographers for wedding day coverage to ensure that not one moment is missed. Perfect 
if you have a lot going on and a larger guest count.

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding and engagement images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of a minimum of 600-1200 high resolution images. You will be able to print directly 
from these files.

$0



Hybrid Wedding PackagesHybrid Wedding Packages

There is something so unique and textural about film. The feeling and tone you get is unlike any 
other medium. Choosing Film over Digital is basically you deciding the medium that I, the artist, 
works with. It's like the difference between painting on wood or on canvas, both beautiful but 

distinct. And for me there is nothing as gorgeous as skin tones in film. 



ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

7 hours of Hybrid Wedding Coverage
Qty $6,950

7 hours of hybrid wedding coverage and more!

$6,950

Wedding Day coverage Qty $0

7 hours of wedding coverage and shot on Digital and Film

$0

2 Digital and 1 Film photographer for 

full wedding coverage

Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for digital and 1 for film, for wedding day coverage 
to ensure that not one moment is missed.

$0

Professional Development and 

Scanning of all Film Qty $0

High grade scans of all film from the day of your wedding

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding and engagement session images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these files. 
Minimum of 350-700 images ready to print

$0



1 hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about an hour and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery.

$0

8 hours of Hybrid Wedding Coverage
Qty $8,200

8 hours of Wedding Day Coverage and more!

$8,200

1-2 hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about an hour and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery.

$0

8 hours Wedding Day coverage Qty $0

8 hours of wedding day coverage shot on Digital and Film

$0

2 Digital and 1 Film photographer for 

full wedding coverage

Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for digital and 1 for film, for wedding day coverage 
to ensure that not one moment is missed.

$0

Professional Development and 

Scanning of all Film Qty $0

High grade scans of all film from the day of your wedding

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0



Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding and engagement session images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these files. 
Delivery  of 400-800 images ready to print

$0

10 hours of Hybrid Wedding Coverage
Qty $9,500

Package description

$9,500

2-3 hour engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about 3 hours and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery. Because this engagement session can be a bit longer we can go to 
multiple locations (and Outfits) or even an adventure location (sand dunes, Joshua tree, top of 
a mountain, sky is the limit! ) to best fit your needs!

$0

Wedding Day Coverage Qty $0

10 hours of wedding day coverage shot on Digital and Film

$0

2 Digital and 1 Film photographer for 

full wedding coverage

Qty $0

I always include at least 2 photographers for digital and 1 for film, for wedding day coverage 
to ensure that not one moment is missed.

$0

Professional Development and 

Scanning of all Film Qty $0

High grade scans of all film from the day of your wedding

$0



Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding and engagement images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of a minimum of 500-1000 high resolution images. You will be able to print directly 
from these files.

$0

12 Hour Hybrid Wedding Coverage Qty $12,000

My most extensive hybrid wedding package. Contains all the essentials for maximum wedding day coverage

$12,000

Wedding Day Coverage Qty $0

12 hours of Hybrid Wedding day photography

$0

2 Digital and 2 Film photographer for 

full wedding coverage

Qty $0

This package includes at 2 digital photographers and 2 for film, for full wedding day coverage 
to ensure that not one moment is missed.

$0

Online viewing/ordering gallery Qty $0

Online hosting of images for you and all your guests to view and order images

$0

Professional Development and 

Scanning of all Film Qty $0

High grade scans of all film from the day of your wedding

$0



Professional Editing Qty $0

Full resolution editing of all wedding images

$0

Download of all Full Size images Qty $0

Download of high resolution images. You will be able to print directly from these files. 
Minimum of 400-600 images ready to print

$0

2-3 Hour Engagement session Qty $0

I believe engagement sessions allow you to get comfortable in front of the camera while 
getting to know me and my shooting style! For that reason, they're complimentary with most 
sessions. Sessions typically last about 3 hours and afterwards, you'll receive all edited images 
in an online gallery. Because this engagement session can be a bit longer we can go to 
multiple locations (and Outfits) or even an adventure location (sand dunes, Joshua tree, top of 
a mountain, sky is the limit! ) to best fit your needs!

$0

A la carteA la carte



ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Bridal Portrait Session Qty $800

The bride schedules a portrait session focusing solely on herself which takes place well before the 
wedding day. She is photographed dressed in her wedding dress and She might also have her hair 
and makeup done by the same person she is planning on using for her wedding day.  The resulting 
bridal photos are kept secret, and in many cases a large print from the session is later displayed at 
the wedding reception. 2 hour Hybrid Session

$800

Engagement session album/Guest Book

Qty $500

Such a great way to display your engagement photos! And after your wedding day it will be full of 
amazing notes from all of your closest friends and family.  Not only will you get a book full of 
wedding day memories but it will always be an awesome way to display your engagement photos!

$500

30 page 8X8 Wedding Linen Album - 

Perfect for parents or a sign in album Qty $600

My Albums offer a beautiful and fun way to capture your favorite memories. From the momentous 
vents to everyday family life, this album puts  your unique experiences into a story that unfolds 
through your custom photographs, text, and design.

$600

30 page 10x10 Linen wedding album Qty $700

Our albums are 10x10 and come in a wide range of leather & linen cover colors ($500 price is for a 
linen cover). The thick pages lay perfectly flat and each album can comes with a dust cover to keep 
it safe through the years. I will work with you to select the best of the best pictures and create a 
custom album of your special day! If you want to add more pages no problem!

$700

30 page 12x12 Linen wedding album Qty $800

Our albums are 12x12 and come in a wide range of leather & linen cover colors ($600 price is for a 
linen cover). The thick pages lay perfectly flat and each album can comes with a dust cover to keep 
it safe through the years. I will work with you to select the best of the best pictures and create a 
custom album of your special day! If you want to add more pages no problem

$800

Rehearsal Coverage Qty $800

2 hours of Rehearsal night coverage.

$800



Additional 1/2 hour of Digital Coverage

Qty $375

Great for if you are just having the best time at the wedding and want more coverage, so you don't 
miss a thing!

$375

Additional 1/2 hour of Hybrid Coverage

Qty $475

Great for if you are just having the best time at the wedding and want more coverage, so you don't 
miss a thing!

$475


